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Abstract
There are still many small streets with wooden houses built in the Japanese traditional style in the
metropolitan Tokyo. Some of those streets are called ‘ROJI’, narrow alleys which exclude automobiles and
modern urban atmosphere. They have some negative public image as it would be possibly dangerous to
walk under less lighting condition at night and wooden small houses closely built would be easily damaged
by fires and earthquakes. On the other hand, they also have a good one as closely knit communities are more
supportive and cooperative with crime‐preventing atmosphere. Small alleys have human warmth with daily
voice and noise, smells, senses of neighborhood and so on. As the Japanese society has been shifting to the
motorized society with public measures of road‐expansion, and newly built privacy‐conscious houses with
higher fences or walls and smaller windows, those ROJIs have inevitably been changed, loosing human
communication. In an architectural point of view, one significant feature of ROJI would be ‘visual continuity
of spaces inside houses to alleys’ which means how the alleys are seen from the house. If each space of alley
was seen more from spaces inside houses, each space would be safer, while they were seen less from inside
houses less safe.
In this study, we examine the spaces where they feel safe or unsafe by analyzing visual features of ROJI by
space syntax theory, and discuss how ROJIs should be in order to establish the fundamental framework for
the future urban designs.
For analysis a residential area of about 150 meters square in an old area of Yanaka district in Tokyo was
selected, in which all alleys and all buildings were investigated. First, all items such as plants, trees, shelves,
fences, bicycles, automobiles were surveyed and recorded in Map A. Besides the sizes and positions of all
windows on houses were surveyed and recorded. Here we suppose a house is an empty box only with outer
walls and cut off parts of walls in the corresponding sizes and positions to those of the windows recorded. All
building shapes with windows open were displayed in Map B. In Map B, the space inside and outside houses
are connected with each other visually. Visual features in both Map A and Map B were analyzed respectively
using VGA. From Map A, only connectivity on alleys out of houses was calculated. (Result A) From Map B,
connectivity of spaces both on alleys and inside houses were calculated. (Result B)
As we created barometers based on connectivity, by subtracting the above stated Result A from the Result B,
the connectivity between the spaces inside and outside houses was determined. By including objects such as
fences, trees, and so on, hindering the vision from the houses into further analysis, the connectivity between
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alleys and spaces inside houses though windows is determined, which we call hereafter ‘MIMAMORI(in
Japanese) effect’ (looking and protecting effect) was clarified.
Spaces with low MIMAMORI effect and those with high MIMAMORI effect have each distinction. The former
are: 1) visually open spaces, 2) with more fences (possibly increasing in number), 3) buildings are not closely
build, 4) with empty lots. The latter are 1) dead end alleys or places surrounded with buildings without
fences or walls, 2) in narrow streets, 3) with open view from windows. Thus, when consider the MIMAMORI
effects as a key feature for safe community‐oriented street design, it would be important to exclude
unnecessary empty lots and fences, and to include blind alleys and narrow streets as well.
For analysis a residential area of about 150 meters square in an old city was selected, where all buildings’
external form, placement of windows on them, all vacant spaces within their lots, vacant spaces outside their
lots, trees and greens, public street furniture, and private street objects which were put on alleys voluntarily,
and etc. were surveyed.

1. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
1.1. What is ‘ROJI’?
Old Streets or paths were made for traffic of people. So there were very narrow paths which people were
able to pass each other in turn. Some of those streets are called ‘ROJI’, narrow alleys which exclude
automobiles and modern urban atmosphere. Now in Tokyo, those paths have been lost, but in Yanaka, they
continue being now. In ‘ROJI’, there are wooden houses in the Japanese traditional style and there are
plants or each belongings in front of those houses. The belongings put on the road are called ‘AFUREDASHI’.
Of course those paths play a role as the road, but achieve the role as the garden at the same time.
Therefore, through an alley, inhabitants take the communication, and rich community is formed.

1.2. Various problems in alley space
Now they have some negative public image. In the first place, danger in the wooden houses became clear by
Hanshin‐Awaji (Kobe) Earthquake. Secondly, alley space become risky space that car also passes now though
alley space was safe space that only pedestrian passes. The problem of the public peace also influences alley
space. The public peace has deteriorated gradually in alley space as the crime of the surrounding area
increases.

1.3. About YANAKA
In this study, Yanaka in Tokyo is taken up as a study area. Yanaka is a region where the wooden house
remains around Ueno Station. The shopping street has extended like Y: a red line in Figure 1 is a shopping
street. Figure 1 shows neighboring environment around the object area, and the area painted out with
yellow in Figure 2 is details within the range of the investigation.
It prospered as a temple town in the Edo era and a lot of people were familiar with Yanaka as people’s
vacation spots. Because the influence from war damage and the earthquake, it occurred 90 years ago, were
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not greatly received and it escaped a large‐scale redevelopment, the scenery before the age has been left
now. Yanaka has a residential area, temples, graveyards, and a lively shopping street. There is one side as
the sightseeing spot now, too.
In Tokyo, there are a lot of ratios of senior citizen, and the ratio of infancy has decreased. Moreover, it is
thought that the ratio of living alone is very high, and senior citizen’s living alone or living of two people has
increased in Yanaka, too.

Figure 1 (left): Map of YANAKA (Blue circles are railway station. Shopping street extended like Y: red line)
Figure 2 (right): Detail map of YANAKA (Yellow zone is the object area)

1.4. Purpose of this study
According to a lot of researches, people can live at ease because there is a warm community in the alley
space, and the distance between the person and the person is close. It explains in detail after. Of course, it is
thought that such an effect has been left for a present alley space. However, it was clarified that the
formation of the community had become weak by the hearing to the resident. It is felt that ROJI changes
gradually, and warmth has weakened. In an architectural point of view, one significant feature of ROJI would
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be ‘visual continuity of spaces inside houses to alleys’, which means ‘how the alleys are seen from the
house’. If each space of alley was seen more from spaces inside houses, each space would be safer, on the
other hand, spaces where they were seen less from inside houses would be less safe.
In this study, a place with the sense of security and a dangerous place are extracted by analyzing this visual
connection by calling this effect "MIMAMORI", and using Space Syntax. It thinks about "How should we plan
the alley of the future?" based on this, and it aims to form a useful base for the design.

1.5. What is ‘MIMAMORI’?
In Japan, a word ‘MIMAMORI’ is spoken in various situation. For example, take care of the children or
parents, patrol in the town, watch the growth of the company, and so on. In this study, the meaning of
‘MIMAMORI’ is Natural Monitoring from houses. In other words, the meaning is “Effect to watch a person
and a street from houses”, if it translates literally. By ‘MIMAMORI’, it may lead to local security.

2. PAST STUDY
Many researchers write the article about alley space. At first the study is about the personal use for the
space. Aoki et al. investigated ‘AFUREDASHI’ (the belongings put on the road; the personal use for the
street) in the alley space, and analyzed how the amount of ‘AFUREDASHI’ changed by how to make the
street. An open hearted and straight line street clarified and it was clarified by there were a lot of
‘AFUREDASHI’. Moreover, it has been understood that it is clarified that the community is formed with there
is ‘AFUREDASHI’, and ‘AFUREDASHI’ from an intimate home gives a good impression.
The next study is about security. Takagi et al. investigated the spatial characterization of the alley and the
how to use it, and verified "what one is the alley where the resident feels the sense of security?" and "what
one is the alley where it doesn’t encounter the crime damage easily?" were verified. It was clarified that the
escape route in two directions was secured, it was on the door at the going into it entrance, neighbors were
deep, and the sense of security increased. It clarified that it related to the fact that "the width of the road is
wide", "there is nothing in the going into it entrance", "the person is new", and "the person association is a
little" it encountered the theft damage easily.
It is the last in the article about the alley, but there is an article in conjunction with the planting. Takahashi
et al. investigated the arrangement pattern of the plant in the alley space, and analyzed the relation to how
to make the alley space. The continuousness of the plant clarified that the community and the alley
continuously had a big influence. Therefore, they proposed that the alley is on the decline and the
community breaks if green disappears.
Moreover, Kimura et al. verified how anxiety given to the person changed by arrangement and kind of the
plant. As a result, it was clarified that the prospect was bad, and the balance of arrangement was bad gave
birth to the anxiety.
In addition, there is the article in conjunction with the crime. An et al. applied the focus to the snatch crime,
and analyzed the relation between the anxiety and actual risk. It is place within 25m and place of 75m or
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more from the trunk road according to it to actually generate the snatch. It was clarified that there was a
gap in a place felt uneasy and an actually dangerous place.
Finally there is the article about the walk. To clarify the pedestrian’s wandering behavior by the downtown,
Pak et al. did a follow‐up. And, happening within 150m clarified the pedestrian’s wandering behavior.

3. MIMAMORI (EFFECT TO WATCH A PERSON AND A STREET FROM HOUSES)
3.1. About MIMAMORI
‘Do not attract public attention’ is given to one of the factors that the crime occurs in the city. Recently, the
blind spot in the city can be done because people’s association becomes thin. As a result, the occurrence of
crime has increased every year. However, if MIMAMORI is effective in a decrease in the crime rate, it is
thought that the crime might not happen easily in the place with a good community like the alley space
because of the eyes of the person who lives.
It is thought that there are two kinds of situation when I think about being seen. They are "Situation actually
seen from the person" and "Situation actually in which it is thought that I am seen though not seen from the
person". In other words, they are "Situation that the person is watching by the person’s being walking on
the street and acting" and "Situation that the space watches near the life feeling and the distance of the
street".
In the alley space, because the probability of meeting people is not necessarily high, the latter (MIMAMORI
by the space) is excellent. Then, MIMAMORI of the alley space is verified by analyzing the space by using
Space Syntax in the present study.
VGA (Visibility Graph Analysis) was used for the analysis in the present study. Because VGA is effective for a
micro analysis, it is usually often used for the inside of the building and a part of area. However, because an
individual element had been investigated in detail in the present study, all the object area was analyzed by
using VGA.

3.2. Investigation into ‘AFUREDASHI’
‘AFUREDASHI’, the element which overflowed from a house such as planting, a shelf, a box, an electric
appliance, the laundry and so on, was shared with a certain thing from the cost and was recorded on a map.
The belongings were recorded: what it is, where it is and how many it is. After an investigation, they were
located on a map. In ‘AFUREDASHI’, there was difference in the tendency to placement between every the
kind.
In the first place, Planting was placed in the whole town, but a difference was seen in how to put it; the
planting was put in the ground, it was hung by a window, it was exhibited on a shelf and it was in a flower
bed. Various flowers and small trees called bonsai, grass were planted as planting. Secondary the bicycles
were seen a lot next to planting. The bicycle might be put as well as the gap of the building to fill the street.
There was the old illegally parked bicycle which did not understand whether it was used now among them.
In addition, as for the storeroom and the box or the wooden storing shelf or the plastic basket to originally
use in the room, it was supposed. The tools originally to use inside such as a broom and a dustpan, a hose, a
sprinkling can, the tools originally to use outside such as scoops and an advertisement, a hanger and an old
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pan were put away in these. Because the laundry was often aired facing the street, these were seen very
well. For a rare thing, a washing machine and a rice cooker and a refrigerator were put on the street and
were used now. Figure 3 is a result classified ‘AFUREDASHI’ by the generation of the building in the overall
house in. A big difference did not appear by the planting very much.
The thing which is characteristic in other ‘AFUREDASHI’ is a bicycle and a car. The bicycle has number of the
degree to double in a new house, but most of the cars understand that an old house does not have it. The
difference did not appear greatly by the time when other trees, the shelf, the thing, the garbage were built.
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Figure 3: Average of the number of AFUREDASHI

3.3. Procedure
The display method of the analysis is shown below.
(1) The building and the wall and the hedge are made a boundary. In addition, planting, ornament, and the
abandoned bicycle, etc. that the town includes are added to the analysis, too.
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(2) The position of the window clarified by the site investigation is added to the map accurately.
(3) The second floor or more is disregarded in the building assuming that it doesn’t see it from the street.
And then, two maps (the map only of the building line, named A map, and the map where the window was
considered, named B map) are made. The result of a new analysis method is B map.
(4) It analyzes it by “depth map”. (VGA)
(5) It exports by ‘txt file’ and ‘map info file’.
(6) The analysis result of A map is subtracted from the analysis result of B map by using ‘txt file’. (This
calculation is not significant analyzing it, and where how changed is visually clarified.)
(7) It converts it from ‘map info file’ into ‘shape file’ by using "Map Info".
(8) The result (‘txt file’) of calculating the amount of the change is displayed, and the color is adjusted by
using “Arc GIS”.
(9) The changing part is considered.

3.4. The index that was used for a study
Two indexes were used for analysis in this study. One is Connectivity. It is an index that shows "Number of
tops connected directly from the arbitrary top on the graph with other tops". In a word, when this value
grows, it is shown for the range of the sight from there to open widely and to see the one point from many
fields because the range of the sight from certain one point is shown. Moreover, the range of the sight from
there comes to shut narrowly when this value is low.
Second is Int.V(R=3). Int.V is an index with Depth in the denominator. Therefore, if this value is high, it is
shown that depth is shallow, and the connection of the space, continuousness, is strong, and if it is low
oppositely, shows that depth is deep, and the connection of the space is weak.
In the present study, Local, Depth from the measurement point: up to three, was used, though using Global
and Local properly by the analyzed object and analyzing it are general.
It is said that there are correlation the value of Gloval with the amount of the car and the value of Local with
the amount of the pedestrian. Therefore, it was thought that Local was suitable for the analysis of the alley
space.

3.5. About new method
The following is the way of thinking of the analysis method. In the research of the past, when the city was
analyzed by using Space Syntax, the building or the road of many of the analyses was a boundary. However,
an actual street also has not such the simple one but the wall and the hedge, and has private use for the
street. About a building, there are terrace and window. And, in the alley space, they are very the important
factors, and it is not possible to talk about the alley space without them.
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Then, in the present study, position and size of window of building, area seen from building, and thing put
on street were examined, and they were built into the analysis. If a window is incorporated in analysis
precisely, after the plan in each building is examined, it is necessary to think about the area where the
outside is seen. However, because there were about 200 buildings in the object area, and it was very
difficult to examine everything, a certain assumption under was analyzed.
At first Vanity from first floor was considered. It is thought that the building is a free box. In a word, the
outside is not actually seen from all the positions because there are furniture and a wall, etc. However, for
the simplification of the analysis, it is assumed that the outside can be seen even in case of being at which
indoor position if there is a window. It is thought that the depth of the dwelling is about six meters, and the
floor space of the living room is about 20 square meters. Such a space is a distance seen enough to the
outside if there is no obstacle. Then, after understanding the position of the window and the door, only the
amount in the window clips the box. This is shown in detail in Figure 4 to Figure 8. It becomes clear to see
and easy to consider because it takes the difference between "Analysis of the past (A Map)" and "Analysis
that considers the window (B map)". The value greatly changes into the area where a lot of windows exist,
and the value has not changed into the area where the window is few so much. This situation is very near
the situation about which it thinks as MIMAMORI. It analyzes it like this in all buildings.

Figure 4(left): Analysis image: Past Method (Boxes are houses.)
Figure 5(right): Analysis image: New Method (Blanks are windows.)

Figure 6(left): Result image: Past Method / Figure 7(right): Result image: New Method
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Figure 8(right): Image after it calculates

Figure 9: Area where high value was taken‐Connectivity(Left:H1, Center:H2, Right:H3）

Figure 10: Area where low value was taken‐Connectivity (Left:L1, Center:L2, Right:L3）
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Figure 11: Analysis result (Connectivity)

4. RESULT AND CONSIDERATION: ANALYSIS OF THE PAST AND ANALYSIS NEWLY DEFINED
4.1. Result from past method
[Connectivity]
First is MIMAMORI. A high place and a low place were extracted in Connectivity by a conventional method.
A high numerical value had concentrated on the outer road when the result was displayed. Then, the result
was displayed in the parts, in a word, only the residential road except the outer road.
Three points where Connectivity was high were extracted, and they were named "H1 to H3". Similarly, three
points where Connectivity was low were extracted, and they were named "L1 to L3". Of each was shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 10, and the part that had been pulled out was shown in Figure 11.
[Int.V(Local)]
The second was Int.V(R=3). In Int.V, because the numerical value with a high outer road was taken, it
thought about the outside by excluding it. On an internal residential road, a place where Int.V was high and
low place were taken up by two places, and they were named “H4･H5･L4･L5” respectively. Of each was
shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, and the part that had been pulled out was shown in Figure 14.
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[The difference between past method and new method]
Now, I think the difference between past method and new method. The one that "Analysis result of past
method" is subtracted from "Analysis result of new method" becomes Figure 15. As a result, the increase
and decrease of Connectivity is understood from "New methods of analysis" in each place. In this figure, red
shows an increase and green shows an immutable.

About the street
At first, in a street, it is the point that increased and the point that did not change. If the increasing part is
enumerated, it becomes part that became blind alley, part where street narrows, and part that glance from
window passes. Next, if the immutable part is enumerated, it becomes part where prospect is effective and
part where a lot of walls exist it is likely to increase).

About excluding the street
Then, excluding a street, it is the point that increased and the point that did not change. The increase and
immutable in the space in the building and space in front of the house is examined. The increasing part is a
part where the building was overcrowded. Oppositely, the immutable part is unoccupied land that is not so
adjacent the building, and opened widely.

Figure 12: Area where high value was taken‐Int.V(Left:H4, Right:H5）
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Figure 13: Area where low value was taken‐Int.V(Left:L4, Right:L5）

Figure 14: Analysis result (Int.V)
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Figure 15: Result after it calculates (Red: The amount of the change is large, Green:The amount of the change is a little.)

4.2. Result from new method: MIMAMORI
[Int.V(Local)]
Here, an effect of MIMAMORI is examined. The first is Int.V. When thinking by the street space, Int.V(Local)
shows “how deep the place is”, and the more goes to the interior, the more the amount of the pedestrian
decreases. According to this idea, it shows the amount of the pedestrian decreases by low Int.V(Local), and
increases by high Int.V(Local).
Therefore, the part where Int.V(Local) rose was a part where Depth was shallow, and bending of the street
was few parts. Moreover, the part where Int.V(Local) fell was a part where Depth was deep, there were a lot
of bends, and the road was a thin part. Between the investigations into this study, the number of times that
visited the area for exceeded 30 times, there was hardly a person on the part which Int.V was low in.
[Connectivity]
The second is Connectivity. Because Connectivity is an index that shows "easiness to go and easiness from
other nodes to see", in the present study, it thinks as an index that shows "how much is the node seen from
another?", in a word, MIMAMORI.
The first area where Connectivity rises first of all, in a word, about H1, it is thought that it is a great factor
that it expands vertically straight from the outer road, and the sight distance is long. However, because the
wall adjoins, Connectivity falls in parts. H2 is a place that diverges to the place in which it entered from the
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outer road in the straight line like T. Because the street curves gradually in this area, the sight distance is
short. However, it is thought that Connectivity went up so that in this street, there is unoccupied land in
some places. It is a street that H3 vertically entered from the outer road, too. Because the car can go into it,
this street is thought that Connectivity rose because the width of the road is comparatively wide, and
bending of the street is few. Also because it is a part where the small detached house lines up, it is thought
that it is influenced also by there is a distance from the building to the street.
Next, the first to which Connectivity lowers, in a word about L1, a thinly curved part’s there, and shorting
the sight distance influence though it bent from the street where Connectivity was high. Moreover, in this
area, there is a part where planting was put in excess, and it becomes a factor that it also decreases the
visual check distance. L2 is a street in the next of one on the street where Connectivity was high. The street
has narrowed while going to the interior though the sight distance is equal to the street where Connectivity
was high. L3 is the next street of L2 further. There is bending in the place in which it entered from the outer
road, and this part has narrowed very much in addition on this street. Moreover, it is a part that comes to
have a narrow view of things because trees have grown in abundance in the corner.
Thus, it has been understood that length of sight distance, area of road, and few of bend are factors that
Connectivity rises. However, it is insufficient to verify MIMAMORI that is the purpose of this study. About
this, it considers it by subtracting Connectivity of A map from Connectivity of B map.
[MIMAMORI]
At the end, it is explanation about Connectivity of the analysis by a new method. In earlier methods, only
MIMAMORI in a parallel direction, when walking it is back and forth, is understood for the street. As for
MIMAMORI in the alley space, the vertical direction, when walking it is right and left, becomes very effective
for the street.
Then, methods of analysis that consider the position of the window are used. Only the subtraction result is
shown in the figure to consider the effect based on it. In this new analysis method, it increases about
Connectivity because of having a big window. Therefore, it is shown that there was MIMAMORI from the
direction of side (vertical). It is shown not to have obtained MIMAMORI in the vertical direction at a
decrease or no change.

Figure 16: Changing of Connectivity on curved street(Left: G1, Right: G2）
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Figure 17: Changing of Connectivity on straight street(Left: G3, Right: G4）

Figure 18: Changing of Connectivity on blind alley (G5）

Figure 19: Changing of Connectivity on wide street(Left: G6, Right: G7）
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First of all, the street of the curved type is considered. When Connectivity is analyzed by earlier methods, G1
(Figure 16) is an area that was the lowest. However, when methods of analysis are changed, it is understood
to have increased greatly. As for this, it is understood that the house has been overcrowded, and a lot of big
windows were taken. As a result, in earlier methods, because both Connectivity and Int.V values were low,
the amount of traffic was also a little, and areas said to be dangerous in the place not seen from the person.
However, it was clarified of effective of a natural watch in this area in this new method of analysis.
On the other hand, Connectivity has not been so changed into G2 (Figure 16) though it is the same corner.
Therefore, this street shows the area of there is no MIMAMORI in the vertical direction and horizontal
direction, and the possibility that is a dangerous part is high.
The next is the street of a straight line type. It is an area assumed to be G3 and G4 (Figure 17). It becomes
making "the one side are houses and the other side are walls" respectively. It is thought that it is the one by
the size and the amount in the window that gave birth to the difference of these changes. However, these
were not only different how of the window to adhere. This is thought that "Is the house new or old?"
influences.
The third area is a street with the remaining influences of the tenement house where which it is old, and the
wall is few. On the other hand, the fourth area is a house of a new small detached house type. As a result, it
was clarified that there was little MIMAMORI in the vertical direction though MIMAMORI in a parallel
direction went up because the width of the road broadened in the house of the small detached house type.
Moreover, the prospect doesn’t work easily because the house of the tenement house type is narrow the
width of the road. However, it was clarified that MIMAMORI in the vertical direction was high in the place
where life was very near the street.
This is the street of the blind alley type. On the street of the blind alley type, the value of Connectivity and
Int.V lowers because Depth becomes deep, and the street shortens. However, there is an area where the
street is wrapped in the street space of the blind alley type because two or more houses stand in a row on a
narrow, short street. In addition to such a situation, MIMAMORI in the vertical direction goes up because a
big window has been installed in the house. Connectivity of the street of all the blind alley types in this area
went up, and MIMAMORI of the street of the blind alley type was clarified. It is a typical blind alley within
this range though I extracted G5 (Figure 18).
The last is the street where width is wide. It is understood that there are a lot of new individual residences
on a wide street that the car can go into it. This influences MIMAMORI. It has been understood that there is
little MIMAMORI in the vertical direction on a street wide as understood from the area assumed to be G6
and G7 (Figure 19). Thus, because width is simply wide, the influence from the inside is thought to be little.
However, not only that it but also the tendency with few windows in the first floor of a new house
influences.

5. LOCAL QUESTIONARY SURVEY
5.1. The method of questionnaire
After analysis, local questionary survey was carried out. The subject was ten people of eight schoolboys and
two girl students in total. The questionnaire took a method to have you record what you felt while walking
on a map. While all the subjects walked the area for, it was a method to record three kinds of feelings. They
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were three kinds of places to feel (1) the place with a feeling of life, (2) the place that feels eyes and (3) the
place that feels uneasiness. The factor for feeling was examined by not only a mere record but asking the
factor.

5.2. Result of survey
First, relationship of the place with a feeling of life and the place that feels uneasiness is considered. It is
painted in red at a point with a feeling of life and purple at the point that felt uneasiness. These paints are
put on several levels (Figure 20). Three colors of paint is almost displayed; one is red that the area is the
place with a feeling of life, second is red‐purple that the area is the place that feels uneasiness to be the
place with a feeling of life and last is purple that the area is the place that feels uneasiness. Characteristic
points in this map are taken up and named from U1 to U8. U1 and U2 give a feeling of life to people. Around
these areas, there are old houses. This result accords with result of Investigation into ‘AFUREDASHI’; an old
house has a lot of plants. U3 and U4 are similar to U1 and U2 but not same. MIMAMORI is low and the
people become the complicated feeling here. There are very old house, so those dirt seem to give
uneasiness to people. U5 and U6 have many people who felt uneasiness in a blind alley. However, the thing
to be gloomy has the uneasiness to feel here, but there is much uneasiness to have possibilities to enter the
private land. In this regards, the negative aspect to be dark become clear, but it is revealed that spatial
monitoring by the MIMAMORI go well. U7 is curvature point that a prospect does not so have good.
Therefore the gap of Connectivity is not big, but the uneasiness grows big. U8 is very characteristic. Because
a distance between the buildings is so close, the effect of MIMAMORI is found but the feeling of uneasy is
big.
Next, relationship of the place with a feeling of life and the place that feels eyes is considered. It is painted in
red at a point with a feeling of life and yellow at the point that feels eyes. These paints are put on several
levels (Figure 21). Three colors of paint is almost displayed; one is red that the area is the place with a
feeling of life, second is red‐yellow that the area is the place that feels eyes to be the place with a feeling of
life and last is yellow that the area is the place that feels eyes. Characteristic points in this map are taken up
and named from E1 to E7. E1 to E5 are the places that feel eyes and with a feeling of life. From these places,
the place that feels eyes and the places with a feeling of life are found to be associated. U4 and E1, U2 and
E3 are the same place each. It's that feeling that the three at the same time feel, the feeling of life, that
would be comfortable getting worse for foreign object. E6 and E7 are painted only yellow. E6 is due to facing
the restaurant, someone may have felt. E7 is consistent with U8. It can be seen that there would be the look
of the houses are too close. Thus, basically, MIMAMORI, it is found that the concept of adaptive
AFUREDASHI. However, there are buildings or too old, and can increase private, people may feel uneasy. In
addition, there is a feeling of life, is also found to feel like someone is directed. It is also found that anxious
feeling in the eye.
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Figure 20: Relationship of the place with a feeling of life (red)
and the place that feels uneasiness (purple)

Figure 21: Relationship of the place with a feeling of life (red)
and the place that feels eyes (yellow)
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6. TO THE END
In the present study, VGA was done by using the new method. The analysis that considered house
MIMAMORI became possible by this method of analysis. Result of using and analyzing this, the factor that
MIMAMORI is not obtained is wide the width of the road, new the house (because there are a lot of houses
where the window is small), and the factor that MIMAMORI is obtained has understood the old house of a
narrow street and the blind alley.
The survey showed the effectiveness of MIMAMORI and AFUREDASHI. By putting that impression to the
foreign private land, it becomes difficult to cause offense.
The community is lost and MIMAMORI is not obtained by widening the road and building a new house like
the small detached house.
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